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September 19, 2016 Week 39 Topics: ELD Update & Unsafe Basic   

BME / ACE CSA Violations 

Bennett 

ELD Mandate: lawsuit update 

UNSAFE Driving Basic 

Thank you for everyone’s participation in the Safety conference 
call as we had a great turn out.  I hope it was informational, and 
each month we will add to the agenda.  We plan on having guest 
speakers from our industry and continue the conversations that 
are affecting our industry.  Remember the calls will be the second 
Tuesday of each month at two o’clock eastern time.  We look 
forward to hearing from you next month, as we will continue to 
take calls and answer questions.  Have a safe month and drive 
safe!   

As you can see below we ended the week with a bang.  We had 
several Vehicle maintenance violations and a HOS violation last 
week.  Also, we had two Unsafe violations last week that we did 
not need.  

According to CCJ: “There are no guarantees, but if you 
were betting I would not bet against it, looks like the ELD 
mandate is going to be upheld.  OOIDA filed a lawsuit 
against FMCSA and its rule in March, claiming the rule 
violates truckers’ Constitutional rights to privacy, because 
they track truckers in real time. OOIDA also argues the 
rule fails to meet statutory requirements set by Congress 
and still does not fully protect truckers against harassment 
from carriers. FMCSA, however, argues otherwise, 
claiming the rule shores up the harassment concerns that 
caused its prior ELD mandate to be struck down. The rule 
will also increase hours of service compliance and boost 
highway safety, FMCSA claims. “The [three-judge] panel 
was very suspect of the arguments that OOIDA was 
making and seemed to be much more in favor of the 
attorneys of the agency and the ELD mandate. Attorneys 
for the transportation law firm Scopelitis, tend to believe 
that the ELD mandate will survive the lawsuit and will be 
remain on schedule for implementation next December.  
This is not good news for the OOIDA lawsuit and will 
likely be the last effort for the organization to overturn the 
rule before the deadline in my option. 

Thank You for Participating in the Safety 
Conference Call 

Running point total from August 

Reminder!!!!!! Do you know someone who should be our next 
Safety Hero?  Send me an email at 

randall.vernon@bennettig.com to nominate someone. 

Make Safety Your Priority 

As mentioned in prior weeks we cannot afford any 
moving violations going forward.  These include 
speeding, failure to obey traffic control device, failing 
to use seatbelt, and lane restriction violation just to 
mention the top violations. We must eliminate these in 
order to remain compliant in the unsafe basic.  I have 
displayed the chart below that show the violations per 
month for the past 24 months.  Speeding alone accounts 
for 58%  (760 CSA points) of the violations, so if we fix 
this issue we will eliminate the unsafe scores.  The leading 
violation is 6-10 speeding, which allows the officer to get 
into the truck and find other violations. So when you 
speak to a driver encourage him/her to monitor their 
speed. 


